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        Fandis: thermal management

        Cooling, heating, regulation

        
            Welcome to the official website of Fandis. Check out our solutions for heating, ventilation, cooling and lighting of electrical panels. Discover also the products for climate control in enclosures.
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        Products

        From filter fan units to anti-condensation heaters. From LED lamps to illuminate electrical panels up to air conditioning systems. From ambient control systems, through compact fans and cooling units.
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                        Filter fans and roof exhaust units

                        The filter fans convey filtered ambient air to keep the temperature inside the electrical cabinet uniform.

                        	Read more
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                        Anti-condensation heaters

                        To maintain a constant temperature inside the electrical panels, avoiding the formation of condensation and potential malfunctions.

                        	Read more
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                        Ambient control of electrical panels

                        Thermostats and hygrostats maintain optimal operating conditions. Sensis brings Industrial Internet of Things to the electrical panel.

                        	Read more
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                        LED lights

                        LED lamps, ideal for lighting electrical panels during maintenance, inspection and control operations. To have optimal working conditions at all times.

                        	Read more
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                        Enclosure components

                        Door limit switches, flashing signal devices. Our selection of components for electrical panels.

                        	Read more
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        News / Events

        Here you can find updates and news regarding events, trade shows, webinars and all the appointments we will attend. In addition, we will announce the launch of new products and provide exclusive news for community members
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                                Roof ventilation system
                                New roof exhaust unit TP series in CC

                            
                            Fandis has developed a new energy-saving roof ventilation solution, expanding the range of plastic towers with 24 and 48V DC powered models. Visit the dedicated section for more information

                            
                        

                    
                
        

    








        
        
        
            
                
                    
                        Fandis North America
 
                        
                            Design and production of ventilation, lighting, air conditioning and environmental control systems for electrical panels, complete with components and accessories.
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                        UTILITY

                        
                            Click and download the certificates (type-approvals), catalogues and instructions of our products.                            
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                             Via per Castelletto 69, 28040 Borgo Ticino (NO) - Italy
                             +39 0321 96 32 32 |
                             +39 0321 96 32 96 |
                             info@fandis.com
                        

                    

                

            

        


    


    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
        
	
	    
    
    
    

    
    



    
    

    
    
    
    

    


    

	

